cruising

20kn of breeze and
sparkling conditions.

Course to Smir
Taking part in a cruising rally is a great way to discover new shores and
also to enjoy a bit of light hearted racing. We sent ST’s new Deputy Editor
Sam Jefferson to do just that: A week’s sailing culminating in a vaguely
competitive rally from Gibraltar to the Moroccan port of Smir.

ST’s Deputy Editor prepares
for the Smir campaign with
his best Dame Edna Everidge
impersonation.

Cruising the coast of Africa has always been an
ambition of mine, so when I was asked to race to
Morocco by PASA Sailing School I was enthused,
but slightly less so when I discovered the school
was based in Gibraltar. I vividly remember pulling
in to this desolate rock on a stormy day some
10 years ago following a particularly bruising
encounter in the Gulf of Lyon. As we eased our
battered boat into the lee of the Rock and assessed
our surroundings, the weather beaten skipper
commented: “Yep, Gib is a dump”.
This time I approached Gibraltar via Malaga
Airport, but once again I arrived on the wings of
an almighty electrical storm, which seemed to
shake the Rock to its very core. Once the torrential
rain had ceased, though, and I had settled into the
routine of this weird place, I came to realise that

my erstwhile skipper had been pretty harsh on
Gibraltar.
PASA had generously laid on a few days’
shakedown sailing on their Jeanneau Sun Odyssey
40.2 Bombay Sapphire to get us warmed up for the
rally and we would then switch to a Sun Odyssey
37 Desert Star, for the actual event.
We were accompanied on the trip by two recent
graduates of PASA’s 14 week ‘zero to hero’ fast
track course. Patrick Mumme, a bemused American
from the rugged mountains of Montana, was to be
our skipper. Second in command was Pete Mayo,
who, following falling foul of the credit crunch had
swapped the rigours of a commuter’s life in London
for the rather different challenges of a life afloat.
My girlfriend, Ivory, and Stellar Ormond, daughter
of PASA boss, Pete, completed a motley crew.
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With its warm climate,
challenging sailing and tidal
status, Gibraltar is a popular
destination for learners,
whether at Day Skipper
or fast track Yachtmaster
level. PASA Sailing School
is one of several schools
based in Gibraltar and
can be contacted info@
sailinggibraltar.co.u
sailinggibraltar.co.uk or on
+34626973728

Chartering

Log
16/06 Gibraltar-Ceuta:
16nm – 4hr 10min
17/06 Ceuta-Gibraltar:
16nm – 3hr 15min
18/06 Gibraltar-Smir:
20nm – 5hr
20/06 Smir-Gibraltar:
20nm – 6hr 30min

PASA Sailing School also
charters, a typical skippered
charter setting you back
around £1700 for a week for
a 37ft yacht.

Strait of Gibraltar
Ceuta

getting there

Tanger

Smir

MOROCCO

M’Dia

Pre rally warm up
Rally
Cruise back to Gibraltar

Tetouan

in – some argue this is the origin of the term
‘gibberish’. This is no ordinary Mediterranean port;
quirky is probably the best term for it.
Yet it has an undeniable charm and plenty to
attract the cruiser. Whether entering or leaving the
Med, this is a great spot to stop and take stock. The
two marinas, Queensway Quay and Marina Bay
are reasonably priced, while Sheppard’s Chandlery
is an excellent source of spares. The marinas are
reasonably priced, particularly compared with their
Spanish counterparts, although water is expensive.
At present, haul out facilities are severely limited
The Desert Star crew.
on Gibraltar, however the opening of a new marina
just across the border in La Linea will ease this
problem in future.
giBBeriSh in giBraLtar
Although Gibraltar is only about two and a
half square miles in area, it’s worth exploring,
Gibraltar has a rich history of warfare and
particularly on foot if you don’t mind a vigorous
strife ever since the Visigoths took control of
stroll. The Mediterranean Steps at the southern tip
the Rock many centuries ago. It has been in
U you
R Oright
P Eup to the top of the Rock, which
take
British possession since 1713 and this has givenBiscay will E
affords you spectacular views down the Spanish
it a uniquely strange feel. The Union flag is
Coast and across to Africa. Another
frequently on show, signs
interesting feature are the miles
advertising fish ’n’ chips
of tunnels that were dug into
are everywhere, typical
Gibraltar
the Rock during the Second
British Bobbies patrol
World War. The semi-wild
the streets and the
barbary apes are a popular
local supermarket is a
attraction and, in addition
Morrisons. Sailing past
to these, the caves on the
the marina walls, you’ll be
western side were refuge
greeted with the slogan
to the last Neanderthal
‘Kiddy Harriers FC rule’.
colony around 25,000
For all this, the locals
years ago.
don’t speak English,
With the World Cup
more a jumbled mix of
being shown at the
Spanish with the odd
many British
English word thrown
>>

There are several methods
to get to Gibraltar. If you’re
sailing down, allow roughly
two weeks for the trip.
You can fly to Gibraltar direct
from Manchester or Luton,
while Malaga Airport is a two
hour drive away.
Flights should cost in the
region of £100 for a return
ticket once you have paid all
the various taxes.
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Weather

The Strait is not to be treated
lightly. The narrow bottleneck
of the Strait combined with
the temperature differences
between the Atlantic and
Mediterranean mean that this
is one of the most consistently
windy places in the world and
breezes are hard to call. For
most of the period I was out
there, the forecast was for
no more than 10kn, but for
most of those days the wind
generally hit 30kn or more at
some point. In addition to this,
a F3-4 at Gibraltar is generally
a F6-7 a few miles up the
coast in Tarifa.
This is a year round sailing
destination, but inevitably
November, December and
January are the coolest,
wettest months. Fog is
a frequent occurrence,
particularly in May.

Wish you were Smir?
Approaches to the marina,
manoeuvring madness and
the narrow streets of Tetouan.

Smir madness: Fun
and games on arrival.

pubs in town, there were still a few
Neanderthals roaming the streets, but
generally Gibraltar was quiet and it’s
worth noting that most restaurants
closed up around 10pm, often just
as the eateries a few hundred metres
across the border in Spain were
warming up their hobs.
SMir we go
Following a chilled out shakedown
trip to the Spanish Enclave of Ceuta on the African
Coast, we made the return journey to Gibraltar
feeling in good shape for the rally. Our rookie
skipper Patrick seemed pretty confident that we had
what it took to get a good position overall.
As a Fast Track Yachtmaster with PASA sailing,
Patrick was well versed in the ways of the Straits,
following 14 weeks of thrashing about practising
man overboard and the like. A native of Montana,
he had made the move into sailing following
extended spells as a mountain guide. In addition
to this, he had spent a good year on the road living
in his Honda Civic, so a yacht berth must have
seemed like the height of luxury to him.
This was the tenth anniversary of the Rally and
we duly prepared with the traditional 10 pints of
lager at the skipper’s briefing. The event was set
up by Derek Penninton as a friendly way to get
the local cruising community out of Gibraltar and
exploring some new locations. Since then it has
grown to such an extent that cruisers come from as
far afield as Australia to take part.
Around 40 entrants took part in the 2010 rally –
powerboaters were welcome, but the vast majority
were yachts – and what a selection; there was
everything on show here, ranging from a clutch
of luxury Jeanneau 54s on charter, through to a
particularly ancient Charles Nicholson South Coast
One Design going by the name of St Christopher.
This was not really a terribly competitive event,

nevertheless a couple of the skippers
were taking it pretty seriously and
as we lined up for the start, one
vessel even sported a cruising chute.
Others were taking a more laid back
approach, because it was obvious that
many were going to be a couple of
hours late to the start line.
In the end, the start turned out to be
a lame affair and for a time it seemed
like the pessimistic 5kn forecast for
the day might be true as we initially drifted toward
the line. It was soon obvious that many of our rivals
were motorsailing as they surged past us and the
decision was rapidly taken to follow suit.
Out of Gibraltar Bay, however, the wind rapidly
piped up to a pleasant F5-6 from the west and
Desert Star began to really shift, occasionally
getting overpowered in the gusts.
Our destination, Smir, lay several miles to the
southeast of Ceuta, so the second part of the race
would be in the lee of the African coast. Rounding
the tip of Punta Almina, we were in good shape,
having just passed our rivals aboard Makora. We
were all set for a barnstorming finish when the
wind turned fitful. Patrick rather sheepishly put the
motor on to get us through the lulls, which were
followed by vicious gusts rolling off the African
continent as evening drew in.
At the head of the fleet, an epic battle for first
place was taking place between Bombay Sapphire
and Songbird with Songbird just nicking it over
the finish line. We coaxed the boat over the line in
a respectable seventh place and then the fun really
started with the Moroccan customs struggling to
deal with so many arrivals simultaneously.
Passing the Smir test
Marina Smir is a purpose built development,
evidently designed to lure the cruising yachtsman
down to the African coast. It has little connection

>>
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Buying a boat

Gibraltar can be a good place
to buy a British registered
bargain and cut out on the
EU paperwork and regulations
generally associated with
buying abroad.
A boat purchased in
Gibraltar is free from the
numerous taxes that plague
the buyer in Spain. In addition
to this, many boats are left
up for sale in Gibraltar when
people finish a Mediterranean
or Atlantic cruise, so there are
bargains are to be had.

Costs

Marina fees vary wildly
between countries bordering
the Gibraltar Strait. To moor
a 40ft yacht in Marina Bay,
Gibraltar, will cost you around
£15 per night and the same
applies to Ceuta in Spanish
Morocco. However, marinas
in mainland Spain can cost
up to £30, while Marina Smir
charged a similar fee.
Entry to the Rally cost
£30, but given the number of
freebies, including meals and
T-shirts, it was clear that no
profit was being made.
Sterling is taken in Gibraltar,
while the Dirham and Euro are
accepted in Morocco.

Smir paradise: Fancy
dress barbecue and luxury
waterside properties.

Team PASA shows off
its numerous awards.

to the nearby fishing town of M’Diq, picturesquely
known as the ‘City of Thieves’, but has all the
facilities that the modern yachtsman has come to
expect: lift out, showers and a range of shops and
bars are all in close proximity. Although Moroccan
restaurants do not generally sell alcohol, Marina
Smir seemed to be an exception if you were
prepared to pay a premium.
This was fortunate, because many of the rally
participants were in a thirsty mood as they trailed
in after a rigorous battering in the Straits. Before
they could get down to the serious business of
boozing, however, there was a final test for them:
the wind was now absolutely screaming off the
land and boats were kindly despatched in turn to
impossible berths.
As an early arrival, we were able to enjoy a
grandstand view as each boat in turn was impaled
on the moored yachts: Med mooring at its
finest. Celebrations and commiserations ensued,
culminating in the traditional fancy dress barbecue
with plenty of politically incorrect donning
of Arabic garb combined with some suitably
ludicrous games.
There was also plenty of opportunity to explore
inland and the ancient city of Tetouan was a taxi
ride away and well worth a visit. We were guided
round the bustling Medina by a Moroccan local,
which made the whole experience less stressful,
although one street vendor persistently tried to sell
me a gourd – I half expected him to turn around
and say “This bloke won’t haggle!” in true Life of
Brian style.
Many cruisers are put off by the prospect
of visiting Africa, yet Morocco makes a very
welcome introduction to this mysterious continent.

A moderate government and a strong desire to
welcome European visitors make it far from
daunting. The Government is also keen to get
tourists in and a new airport being built in the
northeast, along with numerous new marina
developments, the Dark Continent is opening up.
There’s plenty to see too: the historic walled
Medinas with their narrow streets and bustling
markets offer you a glimpse of life on another
continent, which is almost as intoxicating as
the hash that the locals smoke. Marina Smir is
pretty tame and westernised, but down the coast
are smaller fishing ports, which also make you
welcome and will generally do all they can to give
you a good meal.
The Rally culminated in an award ceremony
with a wildly eclectic selection of awards, which
included ‘best James Bond impersonation’ for our
very own Pete Mayo, who had braved the heat
to arrive in Smir in a tux. He looked more like a
butler, but never mind.
Smir today,
gone tomorrow
We left the following day in company with
Bombay Sapphire and were treated to a real show
of strength by the Strait as we eased out of the lee
of the African coastline. A chunky swell combined
with vicious F7 gusts to send us smoking across the
Strait in a welter of spray. If you like a good solid
breeze, you don’t mind getting knocked about a bit
and you fancy a destination where you can pick up
some high quality fish ’n’ chips, a tagine or some
chorizo and a pint of beer at the end of a trip, then
I can assure you that the Strait of Gibraltar is far
from dire. It’s the ultimate playground.
■
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